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A Bayesian adaptive procedure, the quick-auditory-filter (qAF) procedure, was used to estimate

auditory-filter shapes that were asymmetric about their peaks. In three experiments, listeners who

were naive to psychoacoustic experiments detected a fixed-level, pure-tone target presented with a

spectrally notched noise masker. The qAF procedure adaptively manipulated the masker spectrum

level and the position of the masker notch, which was optimized for the efficient estimation of the

five parameters of an auditory-filter model. Experiment I demonstrated that the qAF procedure pro-

vided a convergent estimate of the auditory-filter shape at 2 kHz within 150 to 200 trials (approxi-

mately 15 min to complete) and, for a majority of listeners, excellent test-retest reliability. In

experiment II, asymmetric auditory filters were estimated for target frequencies of 1 and 4 kHz and

target levels of 30 and 50 dB sound pressure level. The estimated filter shapes were generally

consistent with published norms, especially at the low target level. It is known that the auditory-

filter estimates are narrower for forward masking than simultaneous masking due to peripheral

suppression, a result replicated in experiment III using fewer than 200 qAF trials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For human listeners, peripheral frequency tuning is of-

ten probed psychophysically using masking experiments. A

common experimental paradigm incorporates a model of pe-

ripheral filtering, and it is assumed that listeners detect a

pure-tone target based on the output of a single hypothetical

“auditory filter.” Only the portion of masker energy that falls

within the pass band of the auditory filter contributes to

masking, and the detection threshold is determined by the

target-to-masker intensity ratio at the output of the auditory

filter. Patterson (1976) introduced a behavioral technique to

estimate the shape of the auditory filter using masking

experiments. In these experiments, pure-tone targets are

detected in the presence of a masker that consists of two

noise bands, one on either side of the target frequency.

According to the auditory-filter model, moving the noise

bands closer to the target reduces the detectability of the tar-

get. Therefore, the auditory-filter shape can be estimated by

measuring detection thresholds for various positions of the

noise bands and then fitting the model of the auditory filter

to the resulting experimental data.

Besides the estimation of the auditory filter shape,

another means of estimating peripheral tuning behaviorally is

to determine the level of a narrowband masker required to

make a fixed-level pure-tone target inaudible as a function of

the masker’s center frequency. The resulting function is

referred to as the psychophysical tuning curve (PTC, e.g.,

Vogten, 1978).

Although frequency selectivity is a fundamental aspect

of auditory perception, neither the auditory filter nor the

PTC are routinely measured. One factor that hinders the

wide application of these measures of spectral resolution is

the time required to estimate these functions. The estimation

of both the PTC and the auditory filter involves repeatedly

measuring detection thresholds across various masking con-

ditions, yielding testing times in excess of 1 h. For listeners

who are naive to psychoacoustic experimentation, both pre-

test training and a larger number of repetitions for threshold

estimation might be needed.

Recently, several novel techniques have been developed

to improve the efficiency in assessing frequency selectivity.

These techniques can be divided into two general categories.

In the first category, SeRk et al. (2005) successfully modified

the traditional procedure for collecting the PTC and reduced

the testing time to less than 10 min. This approach adaptively

maintains the level of a narrowband masker to just mask a

pure-tone target using B�ek�esy tracking as the center fre-

quency of the masker slowly sweeps across frequencies. The

resulting trace of the masker level at threshold as a function

of the masker frequency is taken as estimates of the PTC.

Given its efficiency, this B�ek�esy-tracking-based estimation

of the PTC has been applied in a number of recent clinical

studies (Malicka et al., 2009; Charaziak et al., 2012).

For the second category, a Bayesian adaptive procedure

has been proposed (Shen and Richards, 2013) to improve the

efficiency of assessing frequency selectivity. This approach

estimates auditory-filter shapes while maintaining the basic

experimental procedures relative to traditional procedures.

Compared to the traditional experimental procedures, the

Bayesian adaptive procedure aims to estimate the model pa-

rameters directly, rather than estimating detection thresholds

and then using thresholds to estimate the model parameters.

The resulting adaptive procedure, the quick-auditory-filter

(qAF) procedure was initially evaluated using a model of the

auditory filter that was symmetric in frequency, and was

found to reduce the testing time for the estimation of the
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auditory-filter shape from more than an hour to approxi-

mately 10 min (Shen and Richards, 2013).

Thus far, the qAF procedure has only been tested using

symmetric auditory-filter shapes, even though the symmetric

model of the auditory filter is valid primarily at low sound

intensities. At moderate and high intensities, auditory filters

with asymmetric shapes better capture behavioral masking

results and better represent cochlear processing. For asymmet-

ric auditory-filter shapes, auditory-filter models with five free

parameters are frequently adopted (Rosen et al., 1998;

Oxenham and Shera, 2003). An auditory-filter model with

increased complexity (i.e., with a relative large number of

model parameters) could mean that longer testing time might

be required for individual parameters to converge and there

might be a heightened potential for computational instability.

The first focus of this study is to modify the qAF adaptive pro-

cedure to enable the efficient estimation of auditory-filter mod-

els with five free parameters.

A second focus of the current study is to evaluate the

usefulness of the qAF procedure for naive listeners. Shen and

Richards (2013) showed that the qAF procedure is sensitive

to response errors made during the first a few trials of testing.

Naive listeners having no experience with the experimental

task are more likely to make early errors. Consequently,

when naive listeners are tested, the qAF procedure occasion-

ally exhibits unstable behaviors and relatively slow conver-

gence of the parameter estimates. The current study

introduces a number of experimental techniques to reduce the

adverse effect of early response errors on parameter estimates

and improve the stability of the qAF procedure.

An important feature of cochlear processing is its nonli-

nearity, which provides the auditory system with high sensitivity

and fine spectral resolution. Estimates of auditory filters reflect

such nonlinearities. For example, for normal-hearing listeners,

the auditory filter is narrower when estimated using simultane-

ous masking than using forward masking owing to the presence

of suppression for simultaneous maskers. The third focus of this

study is to determine whether the qAF procedure is sufficiently

sensitive to detect the known difference in the auditory-filter

shapes for simultaneous versus forward masking experiments.

In the following section, the computational and experi-

mental details of the updated qAF procedure will be

described. Then, three experiments that evaluate the qAF

procedure will be presented.

II. THE qAF PROCEDURE

A. The computational architecture of the qAF
procedure

In the current implementation of the qAF procedure, the

auditory filter is composed of rounded-exponential (roex)

functions (e.g., Patterson et al., 1982; Rosen et al., 1998).

On the high frequency side, the filter shape took the form of

a single roex function (Patterson et al., 1982)

WhðgÞ ¼ ð1þ pugÞe�pug; (1)

where g is normalized frequency (g ¼ jf � f0j=f0, with f
being frequency and f0 being the center frequency of the

filter) and pu is a parameter indicating the slope of filter’s

upper skirt. On the low-frequency side, the filter shape took

the form (Patterson et al., 1982)

WiðgÞ ¼ ð1� wÞð1þ plgÞe�plg þ wð1þ tgÞe�tg: (2)

Equation (2) includes a tip filter and a tail filter, each of

which is roex in shape. The parameters pl and t indicate the

slopes of the tip and tail filters, respectively. The parameter

w is the weight of the tail filter relative to the total output of

the filter (on the low-frequency side).

According to the power spectrum model of masking

(e.g., Patterson, 1976), the auditory-filter shape directly

relates to the detection threshold for a pure-tone target and a

given masker. The model assumes that listeners detect the

target through an auditory filter centered at the target’s fre-

quency and only the masker energy that is within the filter’s

pass band contributes to masking. The relationship among

the signal power at threshold, Ps, the masker spectrum power

N0, and the auditory-filter shape can be expressed as

(Patterson et al., 1982)

PsðDfl=f0;Dfh=f0Þ ¼ K

� ðDflþBW=f0

Dfl=f0

N0f0WlðgÞdg

þ
ðDfhþBW=f0

Dfh=f0

N0f0WhðgÞdg

�
; (3)

where BW is the bandwidth of each noise band; K is the ratio

between the signal and masker power at threshold, indicating the

efficiency of detection; and Dfl and Dfh are the distances from

the target frequency to the nearest edges of the lower and higher

masker bands, respectively. The two integrals in Eq. (3) calculate

the total masker power that is within the filter’s pass band.

By traditional methods, the auditory filter is estimated

by fixing the masker spectrum level and repeatedly estimat-

ing the threshold target level for various combinations of

Dfl/f0 and Dfh/f0. The estimated thresholds would then be

used to fit the model in Eq. (3) and provide estimates of all

five parameters (pu, pl, t, w, and K), four of which (pu, pl, t,
and w) define the shape of the auditory filter. Such proce-

dures can be very time-consuming because behavioral

thresholds are estimated for several Dfl/f0 and Dfh/f0 pairs,

leading to testing time of two hours or more.

The qAF procedure does not require the collection of

thresholds, rather, it aims to estimate the model parameters

directly in a single experimental track. Assuming a fixed tar-

get level, the qAF procedure adaptively chooses the appro-

priate masker spectrum level (x) and notch settings (Dfl/f0
and Dfh/f0) for stimulus presentation. For each trial, the prob-

ability of a correct response (PC) is modeled as a logistic

psychometric function

PCðx;Dfl=f0;Dfh=f0; ph; pl; t;w;KÞ

¼ cþ ð1� cÞ½1þ ebðx�10 log N0Þ��1; (4)

where c is the chance performance level (i.e., 1/3 for a three-

alternative forced-choice task) and b is related to the slope

of the psychometric function. At the outset of an experiment,
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a prior distribution is set for the parameters. Following each

of the listener’s responses, the likelihood function is eval-

uated, which is used to update the posterior parameter distri-

bution in the five-dimensional parameter space {pu, pl, t, w,
K}. Once data collection is complete, the final parameter

estimate is derived as the mean of the posterior distribution.

The core computational algorithm of the qAF procedure

yields the selection of the stimulus before each trial. This is

done in two steps (see also Kontsevich and Tyler, 1999;

Shen and Richards, 2013). First, the expected entropy of the

posterior parameter distribution is calculated for all possible

stimulus choices. Second, the combination of x, Dfl/f0, and

Dfh/f0 associated with the minimum expected entropy is

selected for stimulus presentation for the following trial.

In a previous study (Shen and Richards, 2013), the qAF

procedure was implemented such that the posterior parame-

ter distribution was evaluated in a discrete parameter space.

Various technical difficulties make this previous implemen-

tation of the qAF procedure unfit for estimating auditory fil-

ters with asymmetric shapes (i.e., more parameters than

estimated by Shen and Richards, 2013). The novel approach

adopted here was to approximate the posterior parameter dis-

tribution as a multivariate Gaussian distribution. This means

that the posterior probability density in a high-dimensional

parameter space could be represented analytically, which

alleviates the computational effort significantly compared to

the numerical methods previously used. An additional

advantage of the multivariate-Gaussian assumption is that

the parameter space is continuous rather than discrete even

though the parameter space is high dimensional.

With this modification, the qAF procedure proceeded as

follows. Before data collection began, priors were set for the

parameters. This involved initializing a column vector u0

that stored the mean for each parameters and a covariance

matrix P0. This mean vector and covariance matrix defined a

multivariate Gaussian distribution that represents the experi-

menter’s a priori knowledge about the model parameters.

During the experiment, an extended Kalman filter algorithm

(Fahrmeir, 1992) was used to update the posterior parameter

distribution after each trial. Let r represent the potential

responses with r¼ 1 indicating a correct response and r¼ 0

indicating an incorrect response. For our current purposes,

the mean (ui) and covariance matrix (Pi) of the posterior dis-

tribution following the ith trial can be derived as

ui ¼ ui�1 þKðr � lÞ (5)

and

Pi ¼ ~Pi�1 �K � J � ~Pi�1; (6)

where

~Pi�1 ¼ Pi�1 þQ (7)

and

K ¼ ~Pi�1 � J0 � ½J � ~Pi�1 � J0 þ r��1: (8)

The diagonal matrix Q describes the expected diffusion of

the parameter distribution across trials. Each element in the

matrix Q is a positive value that defines, for a single model

parameter, the amount of increase in variance expected for

each trial. The purpose/advantage of including this diffusion

term will be discussed below. The parameters l and r are

the expected response and response variance according to

the particular combination of stimulus parameters (x, Dfl/f0,

and Dfh/f0),

l ¼ PCðx;Dfl=f0;Dfh=f0; ui�1Þ; (9)

r ¼ lð1� lÞ: (10)

The row vector J is the Jacobian of the psychometric

function,

J ¼ @PC

@ph

@PC

@pl

@PC

@t

@PC

@w

@PC

@K

� �
: (11)

The extended Kalman filtering procedure in Eqs. (5) and

(6) iteratively updated the posterior parameter distribution

according to the stimulus (x, Dfl/f0, and Dfh/f0) and response

(r) from every trial. Because the posterior distribution was

approximated as a five-dimensional Gaussian multivariate

distribution, the parameter estimates after the ith trial was

simply the vector ui.

Before each trial, the optimal stimulus that maximized

the information gain was determined using a the one-step-

ahead search algorithm described by Kontsevich and Tyler

(1999). This algorithm can be broken into the following

steps. First, the posterior distribution following the next trial

was predicted for all possible stimuli, separately for each

potential response (correct or incorrect). Second, the entropy

of the predicted posterior was calculated for each potential

stimulus. Let Pi,predict(x, Dfl/f0, Dfh/f0, r) be the covariance

matrix for the predicted posterior, the predicted entropy H(x,
Dfl/f0, Dfh/f0, r) was given by

H x;Dfl=f0;Dfl=f0; rð Þ ¼ N

2
1þ ln 2pð Þ½ � þ 1

2
lnjPi;predictj;

(12)

where N¼ 5 is the total number of model parameters.

Finally, the expected value of the total expected entropy for

the ith trial, across both correct and incorrect responses, was

calculated as

Htotðx;Dfl=f0;Dfl=f0Þ ¼ PCðx;Dfl=f0;Dfl=f0;ui�1Þ
�Hðx;Dfl=f0;Dfl=f0; r ¼ 1Þ
þ ½1� PCðx;Dfl=f0;Dfl=f0;ui�1Þ�
�Hðx;Dfl=f0;Dfl=f0; r ¼ 0Þ:

(13)

The procedure described above was applied to all potential

stimuli (e.g., potential combinations of x, Dfl/f0, and Dfh/f0),

and the stimulus with the smallest value of Htot was used for

the next trial. Note that while the parameter space was con-

tinuous, the stimulus space was discrete.

In a previous study, Shen and Richards (2013) found

that early response errors could introduce instabilities in the

qAF procedure. To alleviate that possibility, two novel
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components were implemented/integrated into the qAF

procedure.

First, the parameter distribution was assumed to diffuse

over time. That is, the diagonal elements of the matrix Q in

Eq. (7) were set so that the variance of the posterior distribu-

tion increased by 1% for each trial. This had the effect of

weighting the more recently collected data as more impor-

tant so that inconsistent responses during the first few trials

would not have sustained influences on the qAF track. The

diffusion process was equivalent to assuming that the param-

eters to be estimated were random variables that, over the

course of the experiment, had a path that was a random

walk. This is a plausible hypothesis for psychoacoustic data

collection, where the assumption of a truly stationary process

over time seems unlikely.

The second component for improving the stability of the

qAF procedure was the introduction of an upper and a lower

limit for each parameter, so that the interim estimates of all

parameters were kept within their limits. If, following the ith
trial, the mean of the posterior distribution ui was expected

to be outside of the limits according to Eq. (5), then the

update of the posterior distribution would be skipped

(ui¼ui�1 and Pi¼Pi�1þQ). This constraint improved the

stability of the qAF procedure by preventing extreme values

in the interim parameter estimates.

B. The experimental modifications for testing naive
listeners

The ultimate goal of the qAF procedure developed here

is to provide a useful tool for assessing frequency selectivity

routinely. To achieve this goal, the estimates provided by the

qAF procedure would have to be reliable for listeners who

are naive to masking experiments. Implementing efficient

computational algorithms does not guarantee efficiency

when naive listeners are tested. One reason is that it often

takes a naive listener a few trials at the beginning of an

experiment to fully understand the experimental task. This

learning process is not incorporated into the qAF procedure,

and may undermine the stability of the procedure. Moreover,

since the qAF procedure governs the stimulus selection, the

stimuli presented on the early trials are often poorly suited

for a naive listener to learn the task quickly. For example,

large changes in masker spectrum level (x) and values of

Dfl/f0, and Dfh/f0 from one trial to the next have the potential

of discouraging efficient learning of the task.

Based on substantial pilot work, the experimental design

was modified so that the qAF procedure was not immedi-

ately activated. The ultimate procedure was as follows. Data

collection was broken into blocks of 50 trials. Before the ini-

tial experimental trial, the one-step-ahead search algorithm in

the qAF procedure was run based on the prior distributions,

which determined the masker (including its spectrum level

and notch settings) for the first qAF trial. However, before

this initial qAF trial was tested, a transformed up-down pro-

cedure (Levitt, 1971) applied to the target level was used to

familiarize the listener with the experiment task. During this

initial “warm-up” period, the masker characteristics were

fixed and equal to what would be presented on the first qAF

trial. The target level began at a high sensation level and was

decreased after two consecutive correct responses and

increased after a single incorrect response using a 10 dB step

size. The qAF trials began after the second reversal. Once the

qAF procedure was activated, the target level remained fixed

and the masker spectrum level and notch bandwidths were

adaptively varied. After 50 trials the listener had the opportu-

nity to take a short break before the next experimental block

was tested. The new experimental block used the same con-

figuration as the first block, beginning with an up-down track

and a fixed masker. The fixed masker was identical to the one

that would be tested on the first qAF trial of that block, which

resumed from the previous block.

By starting each block with a warm-up period, the lis-

tener was repeatedly reminded about the experimental task

and about what the target tone sounded like. Although this

warm-up period made up approximately a quarter of trials,

pilot testing suggested that it significantly improved the test-

retest reliability of the parameter estimates from the qAF

procedure.

III. EXPERIMENT I: TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY
OF THE qAF PROCEDURE

A. Methods

1. Listeners

Ten listeners were recruited from the School of Social

Sciences Human Research Lab Pool at the University of

California, Irvine. Listeners’ ages ranged from 18 to 28, and

none had previous experience in psychoacoustic testing. For

each listener, the ear with lower pure-tone average (PTA)

threshold across 1, 2, and 4 kHz was tested in the experi-

ment. In the event the PTA thresholds were the same in both

ears, the left ear was tested. Because the current experiment

focused on the test-retest reliability of the qAF procedure

rather than the dependency of the estimated auditory filter on

hearing threshold, listeners were included in the experiment

regardless of their hearing status. Nevertheless, all listeners

had audiometric thresholds less than or equal to 30 dB hear-

ing level (HL) at frequencies from 250 to 8000 Hz.

2. Stimuli

Listeners detected the presence of a pure-tone target in a

three-interval, three-alternative, forced choice task (3I-3AFC).

Each interval contained a noise masker, which consisted of

two 500-Hz-wide noise bands. The two noise bands formed a

spectral notch between them, and the 2-kHz target tone was

presented within the notch during one of the three intervals,

drawn at random. The masker and target were both 300 ms in

duration, including 10-ms onset/offset raised-cosine ramps.

During the qAF procedure, the target level was fixed at 30 dB

sound pressure level (SPL) while the masker notch and spec-

trum level were adaptively varied. On the scale of normalized

frequency [see g in Eq. (1)], the potential values for the upper

notch width [from the lower edge of the upper masker band to

the target frequency, Dfh/f0 in Eq. (4)] were 0, 0.25, and 0.5;

the potential values for the lower notch width [from the upper

edge of the lower masker band to the target frequency, Dfl/f0 in
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Eq. (4)] were 0, 0.075, 0.15, 0.225, 0.3, 0.375, 0.45, 0.525,

and 0.6. The potential values for the masker spectrum level [x
in Eq. (4)] were linearly spaced between �10 to 50 dB SPL

using 15 values, inclusively. The qAF procedure selected the

combination of x, Dfl/f0, and Dfh/f0 (one of the 405 potential

stimuli) that maximized the expected information gain before

each trial.

The stimuli were digitally generated using a sampling

frequency of 44.1 kHz on a PC, which also controlled the ex-

perimental procedure and data collection through custom-

written software in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.). The

stimuli were presented to the test ear via a 24-bit soundcard

(Envy24 PCI audio controller, VIA technologies, Inc.), a

programmable attenuator and headphone buffer (PA4 and

HB6, Tucker-Davis Technologies, Inc.), and a Sennheiser

HD410 SL headset. Each stimulus presentation was followed

by visual feedback indicating the correct response.

3. Procedure

Each listener was tested in a single session of one hour.

At the beginning of the session, the audiometric characteris-

tics of the listener were determined. Then, two estimates of

the listener’s auditory filter at 2 kHz were obtained sequen-

tially, each estimate being based on one qAF track. A qAF

track was comprised of four blocks of 50 trials, with the

warm-up periods described in Sec. II starting each block.

The initial target level during the warm-up periods was

45 dB SPL.

The qAF procedure had the following configurations.

First, the c parameter of the psychometric function in Eq. (4)

was set to 1/3 according to the three-alternative, forced-

choice task used in the current experiment. The slope of the

psychometric function b was set to unity (Shen and

Richards, 2013). The prior distribution for each of the model

parameters was specified as follows. The parameter pu and pl

were allowed to take values between 10 and 70. The prior

distributions for these parameters had a mean of 40 and a

standard deviation of 40. The parameter t ranged between 0

and 20, with a prior mean of 5 and standard deviation of 5.

The value for 10 log(w) was constrained between �60 and

0 dB and its prior had a mean of �30 dB and a standard devi-

ation of 40 dB. Finally, the value for 10 log(K) was between

�10 and 20 dB and its prior distribution had a mean of 5 dB

and a standard deviation of 20 dB. No prior covariance was

assumed among the model parameters. The prior distribu-

tions were spread broadly, and together with the wide range

of parameters available, the effect was to minimize the influ-

ence of the prior distributions on the parameter estimates.

B. Results

In a typical qAF track, the estimate for each of the pa-

rameters [pu, pl, t, 10 log(w), and 10 log(K)] during the first

few (<10) trials reflected the mean of the parameter’s prior

distribution. Beyond these early trials, the estimate either

gradually or somewhat abruptly, shifted toward a final esti-

mate. Visual inspections suggest that it typically took 100

qAF trials (approximately 130 trials including the warm-up

period) for the parameter estimate to reach asymptote.

Figure 1 summarizes the two estimates of the auditory-

filter bandwidths from all listeners. The auditory-filter band-

width was quantified as the equivalent rectangular bandwidth

(ERB) (e.g., Glasberg and Moore, 1990). For the current

study, the ERB of the auditory filter was approximated from

the parameter pu and pl by (Patterson et al., 1982)

ERB � f0
2

pu
þ 2

pl

� �
: (14)

Note that the above equation approximated the auditory-

filter bandwidth at low sound intensities. At high intensities,

it was expected the tail portion of the filter’s low-frequency

skirt might contribute to the overall filter shape to a larger

degree [a higher value for 10 log(w)], and Eq. (14) would

under estimate the filter bandwidth.

There was a significant correlation between the ERB

estimates from the first and second qAF tracks (r¼ 0.84;

p< 0.01). The mean and median distances between the two

estimates (absolute value of the difference) were 15.0 and

10.3 Hz, respectively. Except for two listeners (triangles),

the results showed excellent agreement between the first and

second estimate of the auditory-filter ERB, within 20 Hz of

each other (circles). For the remaining two listeners, the

ERB estimates were narrower for the second qAF track.

The average ERB estimate, pooled across listeners and

replicates, was 226.1 Hz, which was close to the ERB esti-

mates for normal-hearing listeners from a number of previ-

ous studies. For example, Dubno and Dirks (1989) measured

the auditory-filter shapes from normal-hearing as well as

hearing-impaired listeners. The ERB estimates at 2 kHz

obtained from the nine young, normal-hearing listeners

ranged between 220 and 320 Hz with a mean of 258 Hz.

Sommers and Humes (1993) estimated auditory filters for

young and elderly listeners. Their young, normal-hearing

group showed ERB estimates ranging between 282 and

330 Hz with a mean of 307 Hz. Glasberg and Moore (1990)

FIG. 1. The ERB estimates from two qAF tracks are shown, with the second

estimate being plotted as a function of the first. Two “outlier” estimates are

represented by triangles while the results for the remaining eight listeners

are plotted as circles.
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provided a standard formula to compute the expected ERB

for a young, normal-hearing listener as a function of the au-

ditory filter’s center frequency, which predicts an ERB of

241 Hz at 2 kHz. In a more recent study, Baker and Rosen

(2006) also studied the change of the auditory-filter shape as

a function of center frequency. Their fitted model predicted

an ERB of 260 Hz for young, normal-hearing listeners at low

sound intensities. In summary, the ERB estimates from the

current experiment were reasonably consistent with pub-

lished results. The agreement between the estimates of the

auditory-filter shapes using the qAF procedure and estimates

based on traditional results were investigated further in

experiment II.

Figure 2 plots the mean (solid curves) and median

(dashed curves) distances between the two qAF tracks for all

model parameters and the ERB estimate as functions of trial

number. These plots excluded the warm-up trials at the be-

ginning of each experimental block. For the ERB estimate

(bottom right), the mean and median distances rose sharply

during early trials and began to decrease after 20 qAF trials.

Beyond about 60 trials, the mean distance plateaued at about

15 Hz while the median distance continued to decrease with

more trials. The agreement between the two qAF tracks on

the first few trials reflected the fact that the same prior distri-

bution was used for both tracks. After several trials, the two

tracks diverged, owing to differences in responses, to the dif-

fusion term, and to differences in the stimuli tested. After 20

or so trials, the differences in parameter estimates reduced,

and then reached an asymptote. This is indicative of the ulti-

mate convergence of the procedure. Overall, to ensure that

the expected test-retest differences ERB will be on average

20 Hz or less, it is recommended that each experimental par-

ticipant run at least two blocks, approximately 75 to 80 qAF

trials.

Inspections of the top two panels of Fig. 2 suggested

that the ERB result better mirrored the parameter pu than pl.

In contrast to ERB and pu, the test-retest distance for pl

remained small, between values of 2 and 4 across trials even

for the first few trials. The test-retest distance for the param-

eters t, 10 log(w), and 10 log(K) shared a similar dependency

on trial number: following a rapid rise during the first 20 tri-

als or so, the test-retest distance gradually decreased with

increasing trial number.

For most parameters, the median test-retest distance

(dashed curves) was lower than the mean (solid curves).

This was most evident for the ERB and 10 log(w). This dif-

ference between the mean and median values indicated that

for a majority of listeners the test-retest reliability was excel-

lent, although there were occasional outliers with relatively

large test-retest distances. This was consistent with the appa-

rent “outliers” in test-retest values obtained for the ERB esti-

mate (triangles in Fig. 1).1

In summary, experiment I demonstrated the satisfactory

test-retest reliability of the qAF procedure for a five-

parameter roex model of the auditory filter and for a 30-dB

SPL, 2-kHz tonal target. For the key parameter of the audi-

tory filter, the ERB, 200 trials of data collection led to a

test-retest difference within 20 Hz for eight out of ten listen-

ers. On average, it is expected that a within-20-Hz test-

retest difference would be achieved using as few as two

blocks of 50 trials for the experimental condition tested

here.

IV. EXPERIMENT II: AUDITORY-FILTER SHAPE AS
FUNCTIONS OF CENTER FREQUENCY AND
INTENSITY

To evaluate the generalizability of the qAF procedure to

other frequencies and target levels, auditory-filters were esti-

mated at two frequencies and two target levels in experiment

II. The resulting estimates, from naive listeners, are then

compared to data available from the literature.

A. Methods

Sixteen listeners were recruited from the School of

Social Sciences Human Research Lab Pool at the University

of California, Irvine. The listeners were aged from 18 to 24

years and all were naive concerning psychoacoustic experi-

ments and had hearing thresholds equal or less than 15 dB

HL for all audiometric frequency between 250 and 8000 Hz

in both ears. For each listener, the ear with better PTA

threshold was tested, and, in the case of equal PTA threshold

across ears, the left ear was tested.

Listeners detected a target tone in a 3I-3AFC task that

was configured identically compared to experiment I, except

FIG. 2. (Color online) The differences in parameter estimates between two

repetitions of the qAF procedure (absolute values shown) as functions of

trial number. The solid and dashed curves plot the mean and median results

across ten listeners. Warm-up trials, which initiated each block, are

excluded.
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that the target frequency was 1 kHz for eight listeners and

was 4 kHz for the remaining eight listeners. For each lis-

tener, the target level (Ps) was either 30 or 50 dB SPL in sep-

arate conditions.

Experiment II was conducted in a single one-hour ses-

sion. For each listener, the two target levels were tested in

random order. One qAF track with four blocks of 50 trials

was run for each target-level condition. The qAF procedure

was configured as in experiment I, except that the initial tar-

get level for the warm-up period was set to 15 dB above the

target level to be tested.

B. Results

Figure 3 plots the estimated filter shapes from experi-

ments I and II with the three target frequencies arranged in

rows and the two target levels arranged in columns. In each

panel, gray curves plot the estimated filter shape for individ-

ual listeners, while the black solid curve plots the filter

shapes derived from the averaged parameter estimates.2 The

filter fits reported by Baker and Rosen (2006) are plotted as

dashed curves for comparison. The filter shapes based on

the averaged parameter estimates were within 10 dB of the

results from the study of Baker and Rosen, except for the

1-kHz, 50-dB target condition. In this condition (upper right

panel), the low-frequency tail section of the estimated

auditory-filter shape exhibited large individual differences

and an overall lower gain than the fit of Baker and Rosen.

The top panel of Fig. 4 plots the estimated ERB’s as

functions of the target frequency. Target levels of 30 and

50 dB SPL are indicated using squares and diamonds,

respectively. Data collected from experiment I with a 2-kHz,

30-dB SPL target are also plotted in the figure. The standard

formula for the ERB (Glasberg and Moore, 1990) and the fit-

ted function describing the frequency dependency of the

ERB from a more recent study (Baker and Rosen, 2006) are

shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively.

The obtained ERB estimates replicated the previously

published results well. At 1 and 2 kHz, the ERB fits from the

two previous studies were within the range of ERB estimates

from individual listeners. For the 50-dB SPL target at 4 kHz,

the ERB estimates revealed large individual differences such

that for some listeners the ERB estimate differed from the

standard ERB formula by nearly as much as one octave.

The mean parameter estimates obtained from experi-

ments I and II are summarized in Table I with their standard

deviations in parentheses. The mean estimates for the four

parameters describing the auditory-filter shape [pu, pl, t, and

10 log(w)] are shown in the two middle and two bottom

FIG. 3. (Color online) The estimated auditory-filter shapes from experi-

ments I and II for two target levels (columns) and three target frequencies

(rows) are plotted. In each panel, the gray solid curves are for individual lis-

teners, while the black solid curves indicate the filter shape derived from the

averaged parameter estimates across individual listeners. The dashed curves

indicate the auditory-filter shapes reported by Baker and Rosen (2006).

FIG. 4. (Color online) The average estimates of ERB (top panel) and

auditory-filter parameters (middle and bottom panels) from experiments I

and II as functions of target frequency. Target levels of 30 and 50 dB SPL

are indicated using squares and diamonds, respectively. Error bars indicate

6 one standard deviation. For comparison, standard formulas describing the

frequency dependency of the auditory-filter bandwidth in normal-hearing

listeners from Glasberg and Moore (1990) (solid curve) and Baker and

Rosen (2006) (dashed curve) are shown. For the parameter 10 log(w), the

fits of Baker and Rosen were level dependent and consequently are shown

using two dashed lines (lower right panel).
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panels of Fig. 4. For each parameter, the estimated value is

plotted as a function of target frequency using squares and

diamonds for target levels of 30 and 50 dB SPL, respec-

tively. The auditory-filter fit by Baker and Rosen (2006) is

shown in Fig. 4 as dashed lines (labeled as “B&R”) and will

be referred to as the “reference fit” in the following discus-

sion. Since their model included level dependency for the

parameter 10 log(w), the predicted values for 10 log(w) for

target levels of 30 and 50 dB SPL are plotted as two separate

dashed lines.

For a target level of 30 dB SPL, close agreement between

the current parameter estimates and the reference fit by Baker

and Rosen was observed for the parameters pu, t, and 10 log(w)

(squares in the left panels as well as in the bottom right panel).

For the parameter pl, the estimates seemed to be too high at

1 kHz and too low at 4 kHz compared to the reference fit. This

difference may reflected the fact that Baker and Rosen

described the auditory-filter shapes across frequency regions

(from 0.25 to 4 kHz) using a single model, in which the param-

eters were linear functions of the logarithmically transformed

target frequency. In contrast, the auditory-filter shapes for vari-

ous target frequencies and levels were estimated separately

from different individual listeners in the present study.

Although the origins for the discrepancies between the current

and predicted pl estimates were not clear, the degree to which

these discrepancies affected the ERB estimates (top panel) and

the filter shape (Fig. 3) at low target levels was limited.

For a target level of 50 dB SPL, the mean estimates for

the parameters pu, pl, and t (diamonds in the left panels)

were similar to those obtained at 30 dB SPL. Moreover, the

standard deviations for pu at 4 kHz were much larger than

those at 30 dB SPL, reflecting an increase in individual dif-

ferences. This was also apparent for the filter shapes derived

using a 50-dB SPL, 4-kHz target (Fig. 3, light curves in the

lower right panel) where high-frequency skirts showed rela-

tively large individual differences. Overall, satisfactory

agreements between the mean parameter estimates to the ref-

erence fit were observed with some exceptions; the pl esti-

mate at 4 kHz and the 10 log(w) estimate at 1 kHz were

lower than the corresponding estimates in the reference fit.

V. EXPERIMENT III: PROBING COCHLEAR
NONLINEARITY

Auditory-filter shapes were estimated for both simulta-

neous and forward masking conditions. Past work has dem-

onstrated that ERBs estimated with simultaneous maskers

are approximately 1.3 times those observed for forward

maskers (Moore et al., 1987; Sommers and Gehr, 1998;

Oxenham and Shera, 2003; Unoki et al., 2007; Unoki and

Tan, 2005). Low-level targets were tested to estimate filters

when they were sharply tuned (Oxenham and Shera, 2003).

The goal was to determine whether the qAF procedure could

reliably detect the known differences in filter shapes between

simultaneous and forward masking conditions.

A. Methods

Seven listeners naive with respect to psychoacoustic

experimentation were recruited using the same protocol as

experiment II. For each listener, the ear with lower hearing

threshold at 2 kHz was tested, and, in case of identical

thresholds across ears at 2 kHz, the left ear was tested.

Listeners detected a brief, 2-kHz tone pip in a 3I-3AFC

task. The 15 ms-long target was 15 dB above its threshold

(15 dB SL) and turned on and off using 7.5-ms raised cosine

onset/offset ramps. This target was similar to the one tested

by Oxenham and Shera (2003), but was somewhat more

intense (15 versus 10 dB SL) and somewhat longer (15 ver-

sus 10 ms). This slight modification was implemented to

ensure that naive listeners could learn the task quickly and

reliably. For the simultaneous- and forward-masking condi-

tions, the target was either at the temporal center of the

masker or immediately following the masker, respectively.

The potential masker configurations were as in experiment I

except that its duration was 400 ms including 10-ms raised-

cosine onset and offset ramps. The masker spectrum levels

that could be tested were 15 values linearly spaced between

�10 and 60 dB SPL.

Four listeners first ran the simultaneous-masking condi-

tion, and the other three began with the forward-masking

condition. In other regards, the procedures were as described

for experiment I. Before data collection began, each listen-

er’s absolute threshold for a 15-ms, 2-kHz tone-pip target

was first determined using a 3I-3AFC paradigm with a 2-

down, 1-up adaptive procedure (Levitt, 1971).3 Two esti-

mates of the absolute threshold were obtained sequentially,

and the average of the two estimates was used to set the tar-

get level at 15 dB SL.

B. Results

Figure 5 plots ERB estimates from the forward masking

condition as a function of the estimates from the

TABLE I. The averaged auditory filter parameters and ERB estimates from experiments I and II, for two target levels and three target frequencies. The stand-

ard deviations are shown in parentheses.

Frequency (kHz) pu pl t 10 log(w) 10 log(K) ERB (Hz)

30 dB SPL

1 30.4 (5.9) 39.8 (7.1) 9.3 (1.3) �29.4 (3.5) 3.8 (3.3) 120.0 (17.1)

2 31.9 (5.1) 41.7 (5.2) 8.0 (2.2) �34.5 (4.2) 3.0 (4.1) 226.1 (30.7)

4 31.8 (3.9) 31.6 (3.9) 10.1 (3.1) �31.8 (5.5) 3.6 (2.9) 510.7 (32.9)

50 dB SPL

1 25.7 (3.1) 36.8 (8.0) 8.3 (1.7) �28.0 (5.3) 1.3 (3.2) 135.2 (18.0)

4 32.3 (15.0) 29.4 (7.5) 9.5 (2.4) �20.7 (6.4) 1.4 (2.8) 580.9 (187.3)
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simultaneous masking condition for the individual listeners

(circles) and their averaged results (black diamond). The

filled triangle indicates the average ERB estimates from a

similar experiment reported by Oxenham and Shera (2003).

The dotted line indicates a ratio of 1.3, the expected ratio of

the ERB estimates for forward relative to simultaneous

maskers. The dashed line indicates equivalence.

For all seven listeners tested, the ERB estimate from the

simultaneous masking condition was larger than that from

the forward masking condition. Moreover, the ratio between

the ERB estimates from the two conditions was similar to

the expected value of 1.3, except for one listener. The esti-

mated ERBs were somewhat larger than those of Oxenham

and Shera (2003), who used the traditional method and simi-

lar stimuli (filled triangle). It is possible that this difference

in ERB magnitude reflected the relatively less energetic sig-

nal tested by Oxenham and Shera (10 dB SL versus 15 dB

SL, 10 vs 15 ms duration), although differences in the expe-

rience/practice of the listeners might have also contributed

to the difference.

The top panel of Fig. 6 shows the difference in ERB

estimates, simultaneous masker minus forward masker, as a

function of qAF trial number for the listeners (gray). The

mean difference as a function of trial number is indicated

using a black curve. As the number of trials increased, the

difference in ERB estimates increased such that after 30

qAF trials, the difference in ERBs was consistently greater

than zero and after approximately 75 qAF trials, the differ-

ence remained approximately constant.

Using the data shown in the top panel of Fig. 6, the bot-

tom panel plots the expected probability of failing to detect a

positive difference in ERBs (simultaneous minus forward

masker) as a function of trial number using a logarithmic

ordinate. This is essentially a graph of the expected probabil-

ity of a type I error as a function of trial number. Beyond

110 or so trials, the type I error rate was relatively stable at

approximately 0.045, indicating reasonable sensitivity for

the detection of the expected changes in the ERBs for simul-

taneous versus forward masked experiments.

Table II shows the averaged parameter estimates, and

the standard deviations of those estimates, for the simultane-

ous and forward maskers. First, consider the parameter esti-

mates for the simultaneous masking condition from

experiment III and the estimates from experiment I (see the

30-dB SPL, 2-kHz condition in Table I). The estimates of all

the parameters, except for 10 log(K), are similar to one

another. The value of 10 log(K) is larger for the current

experiment, presumably because the target duration is short

(increased thresholds at 30 ms relative to 200 ms, e.g.,

Wright and Dai, 1994). Overall, the estimated auditory-filter

shapes were consistent across groups as well as across target

durations (see also Wright and Dai, 1994).

Next, consider the difference in the parameter estimates

for forward versus simultaneous maskers (Table II). The

largest difference in parameter estimates, as a ratio, was for

the parameter pu. Moore et al. (1987) also noted this result

and it has been a consistent result in additional reports

(Sommers and Gehr, 1998; Oxenham and Shera, 2003;

Unoki and Tan, 2005). In contrast, estimates of pl were vari-

able across studies, sometimes larger and sometimes smaller

for the simultaneous than the forward masking conditions

(Sommers and Gehr, 1998; Oxenham and Shera, 2003;

Unoki and Tan, 2005), potentially due to the differences in

the form of the auditory filters fitted. With regard to the pat-

tern of changes in the magnitude of pu and pl, as found by

Sommers and Gehr (1998), the correlation between the esti-

mate of pu with the forward masker and the difference in pu

estimates between the forward- and simultaneous-masking

FIG. 5. ERB estimates for the forward masking condition are plotted as a

function of the ERB estimates for the simultaneous masking conditions for

each subject (unfilled circles). The averaged value is indicated with a filled

diamond and error bars indicate þ/� one standard deviation of the estimate.

Results from Oxenham and Shera (2003) for a similar condition are shown

using a gray triangle. The dashed line indicates equivalence and the dotted

line indicates the expected relationship between the ERB estimates from the

two masking conditions based on previous studies (see text for details).

FIG. 6. Top: The difference in ERB estimates, the simultaneous-minus for-

ward-masked conditions, as a function of trial number. Results from individ-

ual listeners are shown in gray, and the averaged difference is shown using a

thick black curve. Bottom: The probability of a type I error (failure to detect

a positive difference in ERB, simultaneous minus forward maskers) is plot-

ted as a function of the number of trials.
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conditions was highly significant (r¼ 0.96, p< 0.0005).

Unlike Sommers and Gehr (1998), the parallel correlation

for pl did not reach significance, but the correlation

coefficient was large and approached significance (r¼ 0.73,

p � 0.06). For the forward masker the range of the values of

pu across listeners was larger than the range for simultaneous

maskers (note the change in the standard deviations of the

mean in Table II), whereas for pl the ranges of values were

approximately the same.

To summarize, these data indicate that after approxi-

mately 130 trials (counting about 20 “warm-up” trials), the

known difference in the ERB estimates for simultaneous and

forward masking conditions was obtained for a five-

parameter auditory-filter model with the qAF procedure.

Moreover, the likelihood of failing to detect this difference

was found to be small, approximately 5%. Also important,

the magnitude of the differences in ERBs, as a ratio of esti-

mates from simultaneous versus forward masking, was con-

sistent with past data at a value of 1.3 and the change in the

value of pu across masker conditions replicated earlier stud-

ies. The current results were consistent with the literature,

and indicated that for one use of auditory filter estimation,

the comparison of ERB estimates for simultaneous and for-

ward maskers with young, normal-hearing listeners, the qAF

procedure would be expected to be at least as sensitive as

traditional procedures even though as few as 130 qAF trials

sufficed for each estimate.

VI. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The current study demonstrated that the quick-auditory-

filter (qAF) procedure, updated from the one tested in an ear-

lier study (Shen and Richards, 2013), was able to produce

estimates of auditory-filter shapes with significantly reduced

testing time relative to traditional methods. Compared to its

prototype, the current implementation of the qAF procedure

included an updated computational algorithm (i.e., extended

Kalman filtering) to allow simultaneous estimation of five

model parameters and modifications to the experimental pro-

cedure (e.g., by introducing the warm-up periods) to allow

reliable measurements from naive listeners.

Although the qAF procedure was successful for a popu-

lation of young listeners, the application to other populations

would require an understanding of the basic processes of the

qAF procedure and the interaction between the procedure

and the stimulus space. Two aspects of the process that

experimenters should consider when applying the qAF pro-

cedure to a novel population are (1) the stimulus configura-

tion and (2) the choice of auditory-filter models to be tested.

The stimulus configurations tested in an experiment are

important for the stability of the qAF procedure. As an

example, to estimate the slope of the high-frequency skirt of

the auditory filter (pu), intuitively one would hope to sample

stimuli as remote in frequency from the filter tip as possible.

When estimating the auditory filter for high target levels,

however, wide notch bandwidths cannot be tested because

the masker spectrum level required to mask the target might

exceed reasonable/safe test intensities. Using maskers with

narrower notches, where the energy is near the filter tip, may

slow the convergence of the pu estimate. Similar considera-

tions hold for the estimation of the shape of the lower-

frequency portion of the auditory filter model. In either case,

it is important to consider the level being tested and the

ranges of masker levels and notch bandwidths.

To illustrate this point, a simulation was conducted in

which a virtual listener described by a set of “true” parame-

ters [pu0¼ 42, pl0¼ 42, t0¼ 9, 10 log(w0)¼�35, and

10 log(K0)¼ 0] was tested. The auditory-filter shapes were

estimated using the qAF procedure configured identically to

that used for experiments I and II. One hundred and fifty

qAF trials were included in each simulated tracks, and 100

tracks were run. From these repetitions, the mean bias and

the rms error for the ERB estimate were obtained. The

resulting mean bias and rms error are shown in Fig. 7

(squares) as functions of the target level. The rms error for

the ERB estimate (right panel) increased from below 10 Hz

at a target level of 30 dB SPL to about 50 Hz at 60 dB SPL.

At 50 and 60 dB SPL target levels, the estimated ERB’s

were on average larger than the “true” ERB of the virtual ob-

server (190.5 Hz in this simulation), showing a positive bias

(left panel, squares). Therefore, the stability of the qAF pro-

cedure degrades as the target level increases due to the upper

TABLE II. The averaged auditory filter parameters and ERB estimates from experiment III, for simultaneous and forward maskers. The standard deviations of

the mean are shown in parentheses.

pu pl t 10 log(w) 10 log(K) ERB (Hz)

Forward 41.2 (8.2) 47.4 (7.2) 9.5 (1.4) �39.9 (7.3) 9.3 (4.8) 187.4 (27.1)

Simultaneous 29.0 (3.4) 40.0 (7.2) 8.1 (3.4) �33.7 (6.8) 12.1 (3.5) 243.0 (23.9)

FIG. 7. The average bias (left) and rms errors (right) for the ERB estimates

as functions of target level from a simulated virtual listener. The virtual lis-

tener’s auditory filter was described by a four-parameter roex function (as in

the current experiments) with a set of “true” parameters. To estimate the

auditory-filter parameters, the qAF procedure was implemented with either

the same four-parameter roex model (squares) or a reduced, two-parameter

roex model (triangles). The average bias and rms errors were derived by

comparing the “true” ERB of the virtual listener to the ERB estimates

obtained from 100 repeated qAF tracks, each of which contained 150 trials.
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limit of the masker spectrum level set by the experimenter

(50 dB SPL in the above simulation). It is worth pointing out

that this limitation might be more evident when the auditory

filter is estimated using a forward masking paradigm where

the masker spectrum level at the detection threshold is usu-

ally far higher than for simultaneous masking.

A second important consideration for the success of the

qAF procedure is the choice of the auditory filter model. In

the traditional procedure, the models are fitted after all data

are collected. Therefore, if a model was not successful in

predicting psychophysical responses, it would only lead to

an increase in error or large variability in the parameter esti-

mates. However, the effect of an incorrect model choice

might be over-emphasized for an adaptive qAF procedure.

Not only would the parameter estimates be poor, but also the

sampling of the stimuli might become inefficient. Therefore,

it is recommended that the qAF procedure be implemented

with established models and for experimental conditions

where these models are known to provide satisfactory pre-

dictions of behavioral results.

Among various available models of the auditory filter

(e.g., roex filter, Patterson and Nimmo-Smith, 1980;

Patterson et al., 1982; gammatone filter, de Boer, 1975;

Allerhand et al., 1992; Patterson et al., 1995; gammachirp

filter, Irino and Patterson, 1997), a good choice for a model

is one with sufficient numbers of parameters to ensure the

close encapsulation of behavioral data while not being too

flexible so as to result in over-fitting. As an example, when

fitting the low-frequency skirt of the auditory filter that

exhibits a sharp tip section and a shallow tail section using

an model with only a single slope parameter [e.g., the

roex(p) function], the model cannot accurately represent the

low-frequency side of the filter. In practice, the parameter

estimation algorithm might settle on sampling mainly the tip

section, mainly tail section, or vacillate between these two

options (corresponding to large and small values of the sin-

gle slope parameter p, respectively). These two modes (large

or small values of p) may lead to a bimodal posterior param-

eter distribution, which would be poorly approximated by

Gaussian distribution, potentially leading to instability in the

Kalman filtering algorithm and the qAF procedure. Broadly

speaking, it is difficult to achieve convergent parameter esti-

mates when an inflexible model is used, and models with

fewer parameters do not necessarily guarantee more efficient

estimations of auditory-filter shapes. On the other hand, a

model that is too flexible might be over-fitted because the

data do not sufficiently constrain some or all parameters. This

might lead to large variability for one or more of the parame-

ter estimates, and subsequently poor test-retest reliability.

To demonstrate the effect of an inappropriately chosen

model, the simulation described above was repeated using the

same four-parameter roex-function virtual listener [pu0¼ 42,

pl0¼ 42, t0¼ 9, 10 log(w0)¼�35, and 10 log(K0)¼ 0]. The

auditory-filter model implemented in the qAF procedure was

a two-parameter roex function, which only consisted of two

slope parameters, one on either side of the filter. One hundred

qAF tracks were simulated, each containing 150 trials. The

ERB estimate at the end of each track was compared to the

“true” ERB of the virtual listener.

The mean bias and rms error for the ERB estimate are

shown in the left and right panels of Fig. 7 (triangles),

respectively. Compared to the results obtained using a

matching four-parameter roex model (squares), larger posi-

tive biases and rms errors were observed for the two-

parameter model. Moreover, for the mis-matched model the

qAF procedure was more susceptible to errors at larger target

levels. As the target level increased from 40 to 60 dB SPL,

both the mean bias and rms error from the two-parameter

model increased at a higher rate than for the four-parameter

model.

The dip in RMS error from 30 to 40 dB SPL is highly re-

producible and may reflect an interaction between the model

choice and stimulus configuration. At the lowest target level,

the estimates of the low-frequency filter slope would exhibit

bimodal instability, mainly representing either the tip section

(described by pl0) or the tail section (described by t0) of the

“true” model. This bimodal instability is alleviated when the

target level increases. For higher target levels, the upper

limit of the masker spectrum level would lead to the sam-

pling of notch widths within a narrow range near the filter

tip, biasing the estimated model to represent the tip section

of the filter. Because the ERB is determined by the tip sec-

tion of the filter [Eq. (14)], frequent sampling of the stimulus

near the filter tip would lead to an improvement in the ERB

estimate.

In short, limitations on the stimulus search space and the

use of inappropriate auditory-filter models could potentially

lead to a relatively unstable qAF procedure. To take full

advantage of the qAF procedure, it is to the experimenters’

advantage to configure the stimulus space and the model

with care prior to data collection.

Although the current study demonstrated the potential

of the qAF procedure as an efficient procedure for estimating

the auditory filter in naive, normal-hearing listeners, addi-

tional development is also warranted. First, to provide an ini-

tial analysis of the convergence properties of the qAF

procedure, a fixed number of trials was tested. Presumably,

convergence criteria/tolerances based on one of several alter-

natives (e.g., the variance of the parameter estimates across

recent trials, the variance of the stimuli across recent trials,

or the variance of the posterior parameter distributions) will

ultimately provide a more appropriate termination rule.

Second, the usefulness of the qAF procedure would also ben-

efit from a systematic investigation of the choices among al-

ternative prior distributions. The current study used broad

prior distributions for the parameters, minimizing the

effects of the experimenter’s a priori beliefs regarding the

parameter estimates. However, for narrower prior distribu-

tions, faster convergence rates would be expected. Third,

for auditory filter shapes from very high or very low fre-

quency regions, it may be advantageous to incorporate the

effects of the middle-ear transfer function and to use

maskers with upper and lower bands of unequal levels

(e.g., Jurado and Moore, 2010). Or, one might wish to

implement the qAF procedure so that the spectrum levels

associated with the two masker bands are separately

adjusted. Finally, the qAF procedure has not yet been

tested using listeners with hearing impairment, whose
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restricted dynamic ranges may pose difficulties for the

qAF procedure.

VII. SUMMARY

A Bayesian adaptive procedure for the efficient estima-

tion of the auditory-filter shapes, the qAF procedure, was

presented and evaluated. Compared to its prototype

described previously by Shen and Richards (2013), the cur-

rent implementation of the qAF procedure allowed auditory-

filter models with many parameters to be estimated. A series

of experiments showed that excellent test-retest reliability

could be achieved by the qAF procedure, even for listeners

who were naive to the experimental task. At low target lev-

els, the qAF procedure provided estimates of the auditory-

filter parameters that were generally comparable to those

reported from previous studies using traditional psychophys-

ical techniques. Moreover, the qAF procedure was robust in

demonstrating the known difference between the filter

shapes estimated using simultaneous and forward masking

paradigms. At high target levels, increases in individual dif-

ferences and increases in the variability in the parameter

estimates were observed. This might reflect instability in the

qAF procedure that can occur when the most informative

stimuli are situated outside the allowed presentation range.
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